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The dragon sr program consists of a single ROS node that uses a TCP server to listen for microphone input data from
DragonClient, then publishes that same data to ROS provided that the data is in a valid format.

1 General

• All of the necessary files for dragon sr can be found in the ROS package of the same name.

• By default, dragon sr listens on port 34264 for incoming connections. DragonClient is setup to use the same port to
connect to dragon sr.

• The dragon sr package contains four files in the src directory: DragonReceiver.cpp, DragonReceiver.h, TCPServer.cpp,
TCPServer.h. The former two files compose the main class, which is used to handle ROS functionality and run a TCP
server on a single thread. The latter two files correspond to the actual TCP server logic itself on a second thread.

2 Approach

• The main function is located in DragonReceiver.cpp. It is responsible for starting up ROS, starting up the TCP server
(in the constructor for DragonReceiver), then start listening for messages from that server in initialize() on its own
thread.

• The thread’s main loop can be found in the function receiverMainLoop(), which continues until the program is terminated.

• Once messages come into the server, the thread then gets that input from the server, removing it from the server’s queue.

• The thread is subsequently responsible for making sure that the input received is valid microphone input. To make this
check, it ensures the first character of the input string is a valid uppercase or lowercase letter.

• In TCPServer.cpp, the TCP code is implemented using the native Linux socket libraries. After setting up the server on a
socket using a sockaddr_in and obtaining its file descriptor, we set up a blocking read on the socket in the main loop for
the server’s thread.

• Whenever the thread unblocks, new input has been read from the socket. This input is put into a queue of input strings
consisting of new microphone data, then another blocking read is performed.

3 Compiling

• Open the Linux terminal and run the command rosmake dragon_sr dragon_sr from any directory on any computer
containing the dragon sr package.
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